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ON A CLASS OF QUASICONFORMAL
FUNCTIONS IN BANACH SPACES
SU-SHING CHEN
Abstract.
A quasiconformal function f on a domain D in a
complex Banach space E is defined as a function on D such that for
every holomorphic mapping <I>from the unit disk A into D the
composite mapping fa O is quasiconformal in the usual sense.
With respect to the Kobayashi-Kiernan pseudo distance on D,
Schwarz's lemma, Liouville's theorem and the little Picard theorem
are obtained for quasiconformal functions. A maximum modulus
principle is also obtained for quasiconformal functions.

1. Introduction. In [4], P. J. Kiernan has proved Schwarz's lemma for
£-quasiconformal mappings of Riemann surfaces. He has also obtained
simple proofs of several well-known theorems for /¿-quasiconformal
mappings, such as Liouville's theorem, Schottky's lemma and Picard's
theorems. We extend some of his results to A'-quasiconformal functions in
complex Banach spaces. This class of functions contains the class of all
holomorphic functions on a domain in a complex Banach space. (See [2]
and [6].) In order to obtain Schwarz's lemma, we shall generalize S.
Kobayashi's definition of pseudo distances on complex manifolds to complex Banach manifolds.
2. A class of quasiconformal functions. Among various definitions [1]
of quasiconformal functions of a complex variable, we adopt the following
definition. Let p he a C-valued measurable function on a domain D in C
with \p\^(K—l)l(K+l).
Let f be a continuous function with £2 derivatives satisfying the Beltrami equation/=J«/Z almost everywhere. Then /
is called a AT-quasiconformal function on D. Here /=^(9/73x—/
df/dy),

f2=\(df¡dx+i

dfjdy) and ATis a constant _ 1, called the dilatation off.

Definition 1. A Ä'-quasiconformal function / on a domain D in a
complex Banach space £ is a function /: D—>-Con D such that for each
holomorphic mapping 0:A—>D from the unit disk A into D, the composite function /o <&:A->C is AT-quasiconformal in the above sense.
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It is obvious that holomorphic functions on D ([2] and [6]) are 1quasiconformal functions. We remark that results of [4] hold for quasiconformal functions/o O in Definition 1. Zf-quasiconformal functions of
several complex variables are first defined by S. Hitotumatu in [3]. In
addition to the condition in Definition 1, the function/is assumed to be of
class C1 in his definition. (See [3].)
3. Kobayashi-Kiernan pseudo distances. In this section, we define the
Kobayashi-Kiernan pseudo distance on a complex Banach manifold. Let
p denote the Poincaré-Bergman distance on the unit disk A, that is
tanh ip(z, z) = \z — z'\\\\ — zz'\,

where z, z e A. Let M he a complex Banach manifold. Given two points
p, qeM,
we choose points p=Po,Pi,''',pn-n
Pn=q of ^> points
«!,•••,
an, bx, ■■■ , bn of A and holomorphic mappings ç>,, • • • , cpnof A
into M such that cpi(a)=pi_x and cpi(bi)=pi, for i=l, • ■■, n. For each
choice of points and mappings thus made, we consider the number
p(ax, bx) + - ■-+ p(an, b„). The Kobayashi pseudo distance dM(p,q) is
defined as the infimum of p(ax, bx) + ' • - + p(an, A„) obtained in this

manner for all possible choices.
Let p be an arbitrary distance on A. Replacing p by p in the above
definition, we obtain a pseudo distance dM, called the generalized Kobayashi pseudo distance on M. In [4], P. J. Kiernan has defined a distance
h±K (K— 1 is a constant) on A by
hA,K(z, z') = CKP(z, z')

= CkP(z, z'yIK

if p(z, z') = 1,

ifp(z,z')^l,

for each z, z e A and CK a certain constant.

Definition

2.

is the generalized

The Kobayashi-Kiernan

pseudo distance dM K on M

Kobayashi pseudo distance with p=h± k-

From the definition, it follows that dM K>dv.
4. Schwarz's lemma and other theorems.
In this section we shall obtain
Schwarz's lemma and some other theorems for A"-quasiconformal functions
on a domain in a complex Banach space £. We are indebted to P. J.
Kiernan's paper [4] for the proofs of theorems here.

Theorem 1 (Schwarz's

lemma).

Le//:£-*A

be a K-quasiconformal

function from a domain D in a complex Banach space E into the unit disk A.
Then fis distance decreasing with respect to the pseudo distance dD K and the

distance d± ; that is

djf(p), f(q)) = dD,K(p,q) for p,qeD.
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Proof.
For p,qe D, the pseudo distance dD K(p, q) is the infimum of
n\,KÍax, *i)+' ' '+ÄA,/i(a7!> bn) over a" possible choices of al5 • • • , an,
blt • • •, bn; Po—p, ' ' " ,Pn~q

anc* holomorphic

mappings

q>i.A—>-/_)such

that q>i(ai)=pi_x and <pi(bi)=pi. Applying Schwarz's lemma (Theorem 2'
of [4]) to a i, bi e A and/° 9>¡:A->A (/o c;¿is A^-quasiconformal), we have

^.sK«.. fc¿)= <*a(/° <PÁaz),focpiib,)).
Thus
Vi:Ol>

¿l) +

' + "a.KÍan, bn)

^ ¿a(/°

<Pxi<>i),f° <Pxibx))+ ■■■+ d¿(fo cpnian),fo <pn(bn))

^ dA(J(Po),f(px)) + ■■■+ d&(f(pn_x),f(pn))

^ dà(f(Po),fiPn))= dáifip),fiq)).
Consequently, dD,Kip, q)^dA(f(p), f(q)).
Theorem 2. Letf: D-+M be a K-quasiconformalfunction on a domain D
in a complex Banach space E with values in a hyperbolic Riemann surface.
Then f is distance decreasing with respect to the pseudo distances dD K and

dM, that is

dM(f(p),f(q)) = dIhK(p, q), for p, q e D.
Proof.
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 1 except that we
replace Theorem 2' of [4] by Theorem 3 of [4].
The following two theorems are consequences of [4] too.

Theorem 3 (Liouville's
quasiconformalfunction

theorem).

Let f:E—>C be a bounded K-

on a complex Banach space E. Then f is a constant.

Theorem 4 (The little

Picard theorem).

Let f:E-+Px(C)—{S points}

be a K-quasiconformal function from a complex Banach space E into the projective line Px(C) —{3 points}. Then f is a constant.
5. A maximum modulus principle.
The following theorem implies the
usual maximum modulus principle for holomorphic functions.

Theorem 5. Let f be a K-quasiconformal function on a bounded domain
D in a complex Banach space E. If |/(z)|, z e D, assumes the maximum
value at an interior point in D, then f must be a constant.

Proof.
We first remark that a nonconstant /^-quasiconformal function
of one complex variable satisfies the maximum modulus principle. Suppose
that there is an interior point z0 of D at which |/(z)| takes the maximum

value a. Put
f(z0) = a,

|a| = a

and

S = {z | f(z) = a}.
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It is obvious that SC\D is a nonempty relatively closed set in £». But it is
also open. Suppose that £ is a point in Sn£>. For an arbitrary point z in a
small neighborhood U of £, we have a complex plane passing through £
and z which is uniquely determined. On this complex plane,/is AT-quasiconformal of one complex variable and \f(z)\ attains its maximum value
at an interior point corresponding to I. Therefore/must be a constant on
this complex plane so that z e S(~\D. This holds for an arbitrary point z
in U which proves that Sn£» is open. Since £» is connected, SC\D=D
which implies that the function/is a constant.
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